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“The views, opinions and findings contained in this report are 
those of the authors(s) and should not be construed as an 
official Department of the Army position, policy or decision, 
unless so designated by other official documentation.”

Michelle Hamor
Chief, Flood Plain Management Services Section
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Norfolk District
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BUILDING STRONG®

USACE CIVIL 
WORKS

PROCESS
17 Steps to a
Civil Works

Project

CW Step 1: 
Problem Identification

CW Step 2:
Congressional Study 
Resolution / Authority

CW Step 3: Execute
FCSA and Feasibility 

Funds

CW Step 4:
Conduct Feasibility

Study

CW Step 5: Complete
Final Report for 
Coordination &

Submission

CW Step 6: Division
Engineer’s Transmittal

CW Step 7: Washington 
Level Policy Review on

Final Report

CW Step 8: Chief of 
Engineer’s Report
(Chief’s Report)

CW Step 9: 
Administration Review
- Assistant Secretary of 

the Army for Civil 
Works [ASA(CW)]

-Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB)

CW Step 10: Project 
Authorization

(WRDA Bill or other
legislation)

CW Step 11  District
Executes Design

Agreement

CW Step 12: District 
conducts Preconstruction
Engineering and Design

activities

CW Step 13: District 
drafts Project 

Partnership Agreement
(PPA)

CW Step 14: Congress 
appropriates 

Construction Funds

CW Step 15: Execute
PPA

CW Step 16: Project is
Constructed

CW Step 17: 
Operation, 

Maintenance, Repair,
Replacement, and

Rehabilitation
(OMRR&R)

- Feasibility

- PED

- Construction

- Work by others
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1. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
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• Articulate the need.
• Document existing conditions.
• Identify the relevant Hazard 

Mitigation Activity.
• Consider the solution.
• Construction vs. Study.
• Cost-share capability.
• Submit Letter of Intent.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first step, seems fairly obvious, so what is your problem? Can you articulate the need? Document existing conditions.    Are there reports that describe the problem?Before this study is funded, we have to submit budget requests.  It is helpful to have enough information to tell the storyUSACE has three main Civil Works Business Lines.NavigationFlood Risk ManagementAquatic Ecosystem RestorationDoes it fall within one of those areas?  Great.  Give us a call.  For this presentation, of course, we will focus on Flood Risk Management.Have you identified this as a Hazard Mitigation Activity?  This is a good news story for both of us if what you are asking us to do has already been identified in a Hazard Mitigation Plan.  It is not a requirement but it is a good thing.  Consider the solution Are there opportunities for multiple benefits?  If we partner on a flood risk management project, can we create open space by acquiring flood prone structures.  Can that open space become a park or a restoration area?What do you think the solution is and how big? This consideration helps us determine what program to consider.Is your ultimate goal a study or modeling or a constructed project?Are you able and willing to cost-share? Cost share is required for a majority of our programs but in-kind is possible.And then give us a call to discuss.If we determine that the need falls in line with one of our authority, the next thing we need is a letter of intent from the local sponsor.  The letter of intent formally requests assistance, identifies the need and the local sponsor



2. CONGRESSIONAL AUTHORITY

• Study (Programmatic) 
• Flood Plain Management 

Services Section
• Planning Assistance to 

States
• Silver Jackets

• Construction
• Continuing Authorities 

Program
• General Investigations

- No additional study authority needed.

- No additional study authority needed.
- Congressional authority needed.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Depending on the program you are interested in, additional congressional authority may be needed. Our programs and Continuing Authorities Program do not require additional Congressional Authorization.  Our General Investigations, where large projects are studied and constructed, does require additional authority before a feasibility study can begin. In some cases, the authority may already exist and that research can happen during the initial conversations.  In general, I would assume that the authority does not exist. As a local sponsor, you, then,  become your own cheerleader by reaching out to your congressional leaders and USACE HQ about your need.  We compete nationally for funding so telling the story consistently and frequently is helpful to getting a project.  Beyond authority, budget appropriations will be needed.



3. CONGRESSIONAL APPROPRIATION AND FCSA
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• Starts the project clock.
• Allows in-kind work.

• Consider local capability.
• Federal partners with 

guidelines.
• Planning Community Toolbox

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After Congress appropriates funding, USACE and the local sponsor can enter into a Feasibility Cost Share Agreement.The FCSA starts the study clock ticking.  For General Investigations, you can assume that the goal will be to strive for no more than 3 years and no more than $3 million dollars. The FCSA is a rather short document about 8 pages and does not get into project specifics.  One item identified is the ability for in-kind work.  If a sponsor is considering in-kind for a portion of the cost share. It is very helpful to consider capability.  As the Project Management Plan is developed and tasks are identified, consider what capability you have in-house or even through contract services to complete some tasks. One key take-away from lessons learned is during the feasibility study, we cost share 50/50 with you.  And while we are invested in a success project, we have guidelines we have to follow.  We are not contractors.  We are partners to determine, through our established guidelines, if this project will achieve the return on the taxpayer’s dollar investment. If you are interested in learning about our guidelines and SMART planning, you can google Planning Community



4. CONDUCT FEASIBILITY STUDY
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So next, we get to start the feasibility study, Yay!The study is an iterative process.  Honestly, It is going to feel more like this….But what is important to understand that through the process decisions and formulation happen with more and more data.  And numbers, such as costs and benefit cost ratios will change.  When we begin formulation, we use existing data to help shape alternatives.  Later, in the study, that existing data is replaced with data developed by the project.  You have a very important role in the feasibility study.  You have the best local knowledge.  We look to you to engage your local staff.  Who has the knowledge in public works, in real estate?  What can we expect to run into.In the SMART planning paradigm, we make decisions faster with less information. That can increase risk and uncertainty which can increase cost.  A number of items that we historically completed during feasibility is now conducted during Preliminary Engineering and Design.  Data is critical to help improve confidence in the formulation and reduce the chance of running into something that kills a project.



DATA

• Building
• Type
• Foundation Type
• First Floor Elevations
• Value
• Square footage

• Digital Elevation Model
• Repetitive and Severe 

Repetitive Loss 
polygons and Structures

• High Water Marks from 
past flood events

• Flooded roads
• Traffic delays
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what data do we need?  Since it is my favorite and we talk about flooding here   I will focus on flood risk management for data.  A flood or coastal storm risk management study is ultimately looking for the plan that maximizes the most net benefits.  What are net benefits? Net benefits are the benefits over and above the cost for the project. For Flood Risk Management, benefits are, generally, calculated by the damage reduced to your structure inventory.  As the local sponsor, you have an important role to provide the structure inventory.  What type of building is it? What is the foundation type? Is it a basement, a slab or a crawlspace?  this type of information helps identify Depth Damage Curves.  What percentage of the structure will be damaged by each increment of water. What is the first floor elevation and what is the ground stage?  First floor elevation is also important – damages are benefits.  A difference in a foot can make a difference in damages.What is the assessment value of the structure?  We cannot use the assessment for our calculation but it is a good tool to ground truth the Depreciated Replacement Value we calculate using RS Means. Another key component of that is square footage. Square footage will help calculate a prototype for per square footage cost.Digital Elevation Model helps determine what the ground stage is for that structure.  That is important to predict if and when water will get to the structure.  For a structure with a basement, the model may interpret this could happen long before water would logically reach the structure.  Ground stage helps us determine when damage should begin.  In addition, it a portion of the calculation for first floor elevation.  There are two ways to calculate first floor – either with simply a first floor elevation or by the sum of ground stage and foundation height.  It is good to have those separate in the model to help with quality control later if the results are strikingly off for individual structures.The repetitive loss polygons during the last hazard mitigation plan update are very helpful.  They help identify where damage occurs for insured property.  It is not a good predictor for uninsured property, of course.High water marks from past flood events – leadership will be looking for the so what factor.   Again, it is about telling the story about what has happened and what we think the future will look like.



CONCLUSION
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• Identify the problem and visualize the solution.
• Provide data and background to tell the story.
• Update Letter of Intent annually until study begins.
• Actively participate but be prepared for fluidity.
• There will be things we cannot do.  
• The Recommended Plan may not be the Locally Preferred Plan.
• Engage local staff from multiple departments to support.
• We are partners and not contractors.
• Become familiar with your capability – opportunity for work in-kind.

Interested in Partnering?
Contact:  Susan Conner, 
Chief, Planning and Policy Branch
757-201-7390
susan.l.conner@usace.army.mil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Identify the problem and visualize the solution.  That does not mean that is what the recommended plan will be but it will help us consider which program is appropriate.*Even before we have a study, we have to tell the story to those who control the authority and the purse strings.  Why this project competes well nationally.*USACE works on a two-year budget cycle.  In that process, that require updated letters of intent to confirm continued interest and ability to partner.*Planning is very iterative.  We start large at Problems and Opportunities and general data and move towards recommended plan and detailed data.  A lot of movement happens during that time.  It is never over until the Chief’s Report is signed.*As we formulate, measures can fall off if they are not appropriate, not feasible or not within our authority.  *We formulate to the recommended plan which maximizes net benefits to get the best return on the tax payer investment.  This plan may or may not be a locally preferred plan.  That is o.k., there are procedures for that.  But it is important to establish what plan does maximize the benefits so that we can compare and determine cost share, etc.*There will generally be one local point of contact.  We ask that point of contact to engage their local staff across disciplines, as necessary, to provide the information.  The better the data and knowledge we have, the less uncertainty there is in the project.*An important note that was shared with me, We are your Federal Partners, bring money to the table and we have Principles and Guidelines we have to follow.  This relationship is different from a contractor relationship.Become familiar with your capability in-house.  Are there opportunities for in-kind credit?
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